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Ada is gone, taken by a group of magic-resistant warriors with a grudge against the Alliance. Kay is

stranded on Earth, with no way to reach her.But he wonâ€™t accept that Ada is lost.Ada refuses to

resign herself to her fate as a weapon of the Stoneskins. Tapping into her own magic might be her

key to escape, but now sheâ€™s in an unknown world, far beyond the reach of the Alliance. And the

tyrannical, dangerous StoneKing has his eye on her -- and her magic -- for reasons she never could

have seen coming.Kay puts his job, and his life, on the line to get to Ada. But with powers shifting

inside and outside the Alliance and an old enemy waiting in the shadows, the countdown to war has

begunâ€¦ and Ada is right at the centre.
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This is the forth book in the series. Because the story builds on a complex world, and much centers

around the characters, their pasts, and their relationships, this does not make a good stand

alone.We find Ada where book three left off--captured by the Stoneskins with no chance of escape

and certain they have nothing good planned for her. Kay is alive and consumed with the idea of

finding Ada. He wants to save her, no matter what the cost...because he's sure that there's more



than just her life on the line.Like the other novels in this series, this is a fast paced story, packed

with action, fight scenes, amazing monsters and magical worlds. Danger lurks around every corner,

making every scene a tense treat. The world descriptions are colorful and vivid, bringing every

strange and familiar place to life. It's easy to picture the surroundings without being drown in

details.The characters are growing, and it's a pleasure to see their friendship deepen and true

feelings take light. It's told from Kay and Ada's point of view, the chapters flipping between the two

seamlessly without even a little bit of confusion. Both have their own problems and difficult

situations, and still there's a connection between the two separate stories. It's a lovely balance

which brings more depth to the series than the other books.Summed up: this is a great continuation

of the series. The characters and their relationship an extra shot of depth, which promises fun things

for the next books.I received a free copy in exchange for an honest review.

First off, I received a copy of this ebook in exchange for an honest review.This is a hard book to

review. I really enjoyed it, it was well written, exciting and fun... Yet it wasn't quite as good as the

first two in the series, it was as good as the third book, it might be better thought of as the second

part of the third book. This book definitely cannot be read on its own, you'd be lost if you didn't know

what had come be before. It has great characters, great settings, we get to see more of a few

places from the first books as well as new locations, plus lots of interesting hints regarding lost

cultures that would be bit more. The romance between Ada and Kay grows a bit in this book, but it's

still mild enough that you can enjoy the story without getting side tracked. All in all, it's another great

book by Emma L. Adams that I heartily encourage others to read.

Never a dull moment! Complex and unique. Great characters. Tho it is sometime hard to

differentiate Ada and Kay. Needs to be better definition of their point of view. And needs a bit more

detailed editing in some places. I am a fan however and hope to follow with the next book even tho

it's a bit more YA than I like. Keep them coming!

Well, I'm totally sucked into the series...love how unique it is. My only wish is that Ada and Kay can

spend some time together in the next one so their relationship can develop more. Can't wait to see

what hits the fan next when Kay's father comes back.

I loved the rest of these books, but this one felt unbelievable to me.Spoilers:Kay is constantly

disbelieved and treated like an outcast. He was treated from the moment things went wrong like a



crazy person by people who in others books wouldnâ€™t have just dismissed him out of hand. The

levels of skepticism about his accounts were so high, it felt like the first books hadn't happened at all

and he hadn't been a hero or taken care of huge problems for the alliance. The entire thing felt

forced in order to push the plot in a particular direction and felt very out of character.
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